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Abstract
This dissertation examines the creative output of Jack Ellitt, a unique Australian
composer and extraordinary musical thinker and experimentalist who has been largely
forgotten by Australian history.

The circumstances of Jack Ellitt’s life are described and events in it crucial to the
development of his craft and aesthetic traced, providing a context for analysis of three
landmark works of Ellitt’s career: Light Rhythms (1930), Journey #1 (c.1930), and
Homage to Rachel Carson (part 2) (1983).
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Introduction
It could be assumed, given Australia’s geographical isolation from the roots of the
dominant (Western European) culture, and early in its history given the difficulty of
international communication, its isolation from ongoing developments in that culture,
that Australia’s art music practice would be conservative and assume the status of
‘follower’, left to imitate the progress of the parent culture as and when ideas filtered
through to the colony via journals, published music, the popular press and the
performances of touring artists.

Moreover, much of the published music and writings on music of Australian origin,
especially of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, could be used to support this
position, often conservative in style and having been a British colony, reflective and
imitative of the tastes of the mother country. (Moresby, 1948, Orchard, 1952) We can
look to the more prominent music of Percy Grainger, paradoxically Australia’s best
remembered popular and experimental composer of the early 20th century to see a
distinctly Anglo coloured aesthetic. (Mellers, 1992, Slattery, 1974)

However, it could also be argued that Australia’s cultural and physical isolation from
Western Europe may have afforded its musical artists certain benefits. Given
grounding in the principles and practices of Western art music as rendered through
Australia’s instrumental examination programs1 and universities, they often would
have further developed their craft in social and professional networks very different to
those better established in Western Europe. Indeed without the level of awareness of
current fashions in music practice which would have been incumbent on European

1

Formalized as the AMEB in 1918.
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musicians of the day, Australian composers of the early 20th century would have had
to establish a certain level of self determination in their ideas, leaving open the
possibility of creative endeavours resulting more from personal motivations and
explorations than emanating from a ‘school’ of thought. We could even go so far as to
describe some of this activity as an organically formed, non-formalised
experimentalism2.

In the United States a strong tradition of experimentalism came to be in the early 20th
century, its general principles codified by Charles Seeger, Henry Cowell and John
Cage to the extent that a school of experimentalism could be said to exist, defined and
discussed in numerous articles and lectures, its principles embedded in the work of
these composers and their followers. (Nicholls, 1990)

Unlike the United States, from the primary documentation we have and scholarship
regarding the era, Australia’s early experimentalists do not seem to have formed
cohesive groups. This could be attributed to geographical isolation within Australia,
its population being much smaller and further dispersed than in the US, and also to the
difference in support structures which would allow for such groups to form, for
example the differing stages of development of the countries’ tertiary education
institutions. (Covell, 1967, Scott-Maxwell et al., 2003)

Instead, looking at the careers of the few for whom documentary evidence is
available, it is possible to generalise that Australian experimental composers seem to
have worked at their craft alone or collaborating closely with one or two other artists,
2

Experimentalist music often endeavours to consciously create music or musical situations which
depart from established practice, celebrated American experimentalist John Cage defines "An
experimental action [as] ...one the outcome of which is not foreseen" CAGE, J. 1961. Silence; lectures
and writings, Middletown, Conn., Wesleyan University Press.
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looking to the music community in Europe as a potential safe-haven, and seeking to
join it eventually by emigrating. (Horrocks, 1999, Lee, 2006)

By this route Australia’s early experimentalists were able to engage in a global
exchange of ideas and share their discoveries with the mainstream of Western culture,
contributing to the overall development of music, sometimes breaking significant new
ground to be further explored by later generations of musical artists the world over.

Existing scholarship on Australian art music understandably deals primarily with its
most popular composers, further assuring their prominence and canonising what is by
popular standards successful work. This is especially true of writings on Australia’s
art music of the first half of the 20th century, which often fail to mention musicians of
less prominent standing who nevertheless contributed significantly to the introduction
of new methods and concepts to the creation of contemporary music. (Covell, 1967,
Scott-Maxwell et al., 2003)

Recent writings on Australian experimental art music rarely address works made in
the first half of the 20th century; almost universally focussing on the second half, with
the exception of those concerning the work of Percy Grainger, and music scholarship
of the time seems to have overlooked them as well. What we are left with are the
stories of those who were able to preserve their legacy through publication of their
ideas (Elsie Hamilton, Henry Tate), by preservation of their work through emerging
recording technologies (Jack Ellitt, Percy Grainger) or by rigorous self-promotion.
In this regard Grainger, due to his financial position was even able to preserve and
promote his own experimental output, to the point of building a museum dedicated to
himself and his work on the back of his popular, conservative output. (Priest, 2008)
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Overall it would seem that Australia’s early experimentalists are largely absent from
our most looked to records of history, leaving a great deal of research to be done to
collate what information remains regarding these artists, and a number of stories to be
told.

This thesis will examine the creative output of Jack Ellitt, a unique Australian
composer and extraordinary musical thinker and experimentalist who has been largely
forgotten by Australian history.

Personal Context
My own interest in experimentalism is rooted in a fascination with artists who have
developed definitively personal solutions to the fundamental problems which confront
all composers: for example how to approach the selection of sonic materials, or how
to approach the organisation of sounds in time. The ‘style’ that one of these artists
happens upon often appears to be the result of a rigorous process of creative
exploration and experimentation. In some cases the very notion of experimentation
and perpetual change in approach becoming the method if not the audibly
apprehended style of the artist.

The prominent literature on experimental and avant-garde music mainly describes the
changes in European and US creative practice over the past century and this is where
my interest began. Of particular inspiration to my work have been composers such as
Edgard Varese, Moreton Feldman, John Cage and Harry Partch, all of whom
aesthetics aside, understood the elasticity of their inherited compositional practice and
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strove to shape it to better express their own personality. (Bernard, 1987, Feldman and
Villars, 2006, Cage, 1961, Partch, 1974)

As well as the people and work described within the literature I am interested in the
literature itself and the process by which musical ideas are codified, ideas and
artefacts preserved, and history written, and the political and cultural implications of
these processes. For example, amongst the aforementioned composers attitudes to the
dissemination of ideas and engagement with published media vary greatly. Varese
consistently refused or was unable to explain in interviews the processes at work in
his music; Feldman used his voice in the public arena more to express animosity felt
toward the musical establishment than to discuss or promote his own ideas, whereas
Cage and Partch took their legacies into their own hands, giving lectures and
publishing articles and books championing the ideas that inspired them.

As a natural consequence of my interest in experimental and avant-garde
compositional practice I came to investigate what innovations had occurred in or had
been made by people from my own country of origin, coming upon few examples of
literature of any cohesion discussing Australian experimental music activities prior to
the Second World War. (Laing, 2007)

This gap in the literature proved an irresistible lure and I found myself investigating
the lives and works of several early Australian experimentalists, from the prominent
Percy Grainger to the obscure Jack Ellitt, to the moderately well-known Elsie
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Hamilton who today enjoys a cult following amongst those interested in Just
Intonation and the music of antiquity.3

Ultimately, given the scope of an Honours level dissertation, I chose to focus my
attention on the work of one: Jack Ellitt. I made this choice on the basis of my own
interest in the use of technology in art music, the use of found sounds as source
material for electronic music, and the interface of visual and sonic media, and Ellitt’s
unique and fascinating engagement with these areas.

Methodology:
In the course of this research I have referred to all material regarding the music of
Jack Ellitt available in the public record, in the form of recordings, films, and
published articles. In addition Roger Horrocks and Clinton Green have generously
shared materials from their private collections of Ellitt’s work. In this dissertation I
also refer to correspondence between myself and two people who knew Ellitt first
hand, the aforementioned New Zealand film historian and academic Professor Roger
Horrocks, and Ellitt’s nephew Alan Eggleton.

Given the unusual task of analysing film music, Musique Concrete, and a Musique
Concrete setting of poetry in the same arena I have endeavoured to arrive at an
analytical method which discusses the three in a manner relevant to their own context
and to music in a broader setting. In doing so I have consulted a variety of texts

3

Whether the scales devised by Kathleen Schlesinger and used by Elsie Hamilton in her compositions
reflect those used in antiquity is a question of some controversy. Some scholars argue the system by
which they arrived at the Harmoniai was poorly reasoned and based on flawed archeological practice.
CHALMERS, J. H. 1993. Divisions of the tetrachord : a prolegomenon to the construction of musical
scales = Peri tn tou tetrakhordou katatomn - Sectiones Tetrachordi, Hanover, N.H., Frog Peak Music.
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concerning traditional music analysis and methods aimed at the critical apprehension
of musics rooted in concepts other than Western European ‘common practice’.(Rahn,
1983, Pople, 1994, White, 1976, Frank, 2000, 2008)

This dissertation will endeavour to describe the circumstances of Ellitt’s life and trace
the events in it crucial to the development of his craft and aesthetic. Within this
context I will analyse and discuss three landmark works of Ellitt’s career: Light
Rhythms (1930), Journey #1 (c.1930), and Homage to Rachel Carson (1983).

7

Chapter 1: Early Life, Education,
Sydney and London
From what we know of Jack Ellitt’s youth his earliest compositions were for the
piano, that being commonly enough for his generation his first instrument. The score
to Francis Bruguiere’s 1930 experimental film Light Rhythms is for solo piano and is
Ellitt’s earliest surviving work, although anecdotally we know from Roger Horrocks’
conversations with Ellitt that he was actively composing well before that4.

Jack Ellitt (b.29/5/1902) was born Avrom Yitzhak Elitski in Manchester, England to
Orthodox Jewish parents; immigrants from Lithuania. When Avrom was a small
child5 the family moved again to Australia in the hope of finding more welcoming
surroundings, adopting the anglicised surname Ellitt, and the boy Avrom, known as
Jankel within the family, was given the name Jack.6

The Ellitt family settled in the suburbs of Sydney and although his parents had plans
for Jack to enter the legal profession he was given piano lessons as part of his
education which soon drew his enthusiasm. In his conversations with Roger Horrocks,
Ellitt remembers his boyhood piano teacher fondly as an inspiring figure, firing in him
a love of music, particularly that of J.S. Bach, and the beginnings of a creative urge.
4

The majority of biographical information presented here regarding Ellitt’s early life is taken from
Roger Horrocks writings regarding Jack and his work with Len Lye. HORROCKS, R. 1999. Jack Ellitt:
the Early Years. Cantrills Film Notes, 93-100, HORROCKS, R. 2001. Len Lye: A Biography,
Christchurch, Spectrum Print, HORROCKS, R. 2009. Art that moves: the work of Len Lye, Auckland,
Auckland University Press.
5
Between accounts of the family’s immigration to Australia in Horrocks’ writings and information
presented in the program from Ellitt’s funeral his exact age at the time is difficult to determine. Ellitt
himself appears to have placed his age at two or three.
6
Jack’s surname is recorded as Elliott on his birth certificate, Ellitt on his marriage certificate, and
Elittski in the program from his funeral. Furthermore on the birth certificate of his older brother Simon
the family name is recorded as Isaacs (an anglicized version of Yitzhak, Jack Ellitt’s middle name).
This recurrent name changing was commonplace among people of the Jewish faith at the turn of the
20th century due to widespread religious intolerance, particularly in working class areas like Cheetham
where the family lived at the time of Jack’s birth.
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As an adolescent Jack proved rebellious, refusing to undergo his Bar Mitzvah and at
15, under pressure to prioritise the family’s plans for his future over music, he left
home to work as a farm labourer for a year. Upon his return from the bush Jack
secured a scholarship to the New South Wales Conservatorium of Music and there
continued studying the piano, as well as the violin, and as a pretext to participate in
the newly formed student orchestra, the bassoon, playing contrabassoon in the
Australian premiere of Gustav Holst’s Planets suite. (Anon., 1926)

As well as the Holst, we can expect that at this stage Jack was exposed to the music of
the Western canon beyond the piano music he would have grown up learning with his
admired teacher, reinforcing in his mind an awareness of the values of this music, and
particularly vital to Ellitt’s own later works, the idea of rigorous formal organisation
in longer pieces.

Following his studies at the conservatorium Ellitt worked as a pit musician in
Sydney’s theatres, honing his skills as a performer and unavoidably honing his sense
of the interplay of the visual and auditory senses. He also began to take an interest in
developments in the musical avant-garde overseas including that of the Russian
futurists, of particular interest being the ‘machine music’ of Alexandr Mosolov.

It was at this time that Ellitt became acquainted with New Zealander Len Lye, with
whom he would later collaborate on a number of projects and who would go on to
become a filmmaker and sculptor of some prominence. The two shared an interest in
left wing politics and modern art, and together sought information on recent European
cultural developments in Sydney’s public libraries and inspiration in its museums,

9

eventually both travelling to London to try their luck in the art scene of the mother
country, Lye in 1926, Ellitt following in 1927.

Upon arriving in London Ellitt and Lye were fortunate to fall in with a community of
artists who congregated in Hammersmith’s Black Lion Pub, including Eric
Kennington, Stanley William Hayter and Henry Moore, and writers such as A.P.
Herbert and Robert Graves.

Not long after settling in London the Great Depression hit and Ellitt seems to have
had difficulty joining the British Musicians’ Union, preventing him from working as a
theatre accompanist as he had in Australia, and leaving him struggling to find work
aside from occasional performances in pubs.

At this difficult time Ellitt and Lye secured accommodation and work thanks to the
help of A.P. Herbert, one of the Black Lion crowd. Herbert invited them to stay on his
barge the Avoca and they were employed in ‘the flies’ of the Lyric Theatre on his
recommendation, a welcome break for the two but an event marking the beginning of
Ellitt’s transition from onstage performer to backstage technician.

Ellitt and Lye soon also found work as fillers-in7 on animated advertising films, and
under the blessing of their employer used the rostrum camera to begin work on their
first major collaboration, the animated film Tusalava. Based on Lye’s re-imagining of
an Arnhem Land myth about the witchetty grub, the film depicts a slow and unsettling
process of evolution and destruction enacted by abstract figures.

7

Filling out the intervening frames of movement in a sequence between crucial moments set out by the
layout artist and the storyboard artist, also known as in-betweening.
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Ellitt's contribution to Tusalava was extensive; he was involved in the process of the
animation and editing8 as well as composing the score for the film, developing his
ideas regarding the relationship of sound and image in collaboration with Lye. Great
effort was put into score, an experience which was to prove ultimately frustrating.

Composed for two pianos, the music could not be recorded and synchronised due to
the expense entailed, so it was conceded that the music be performed live at the
premiere screening. Further budgetary and logistical constraints led to there being
only one piano available in the cinema, leaving Ellitt to condense the score to one
part, and eventually to abandon the performance of the music altogether in response to
the stress of the situation.

Tusalava was premiered at a London Film Society screening on December 1, 1929 as
part of their 33rd program, the score performed by another of the Society's pianists to
a standard disappointing to Ellitt, who later destroyed the score.

8

‘Len did the line work, I helped to fill in’ ELLITT, J. 1983. Homage to Rachel Carson (part 2).
Sydney: unpublished.
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Analysis: Light Rhythms
By this time Lye had introduced Ellitt to Oswell Blakeston9, who was assisting
Francis Bruguiere in bringing his experimental photographic work into motion in the
film Light Rhythms. The score to Light Rhythms is Ellitt’s earliest surviving
composition, and is our window into his approach to instrumental music and his
principle instrument: the piano.

Like Tusalava, Light Rhythms was also released as a silent film, to be presented with
the score performed by a live pianist; however recently a version was made with a
performance of the score synchronised to the film, released by Unseen Cinema.
(Posner, 2005) It is this performance, and a version of the score published in Cantrill’s
Film Notes10 that will be used as source material for analysis and discussion.

The driving visual force of Light Rhythms is the play of light and shadow over
abstract shapes cut from paper, using the motion of the light source to create dynamic
images from static objects. These images are presented as a series, and although not
narrative in a traditional sense the tableaux evolve through a structured process of
development, overlaying additional images and introducing new patterns of motion in
an organised way. The viewer is allowed time to observe the effect of the lighting and
the process enacted on each pattern and is then moved on; considered on its own a
viewing experience which could be perceived as analogous to proceeding through a

9

Blakeston reports on the work of Lye and Ellitt and their planned follow-ups to Tusalava under his
own name, and discusses Light Rhythms under the pseudonym Mercurius in the Architectural Review.
BLAKESTON, O. 1932. Len Lye's Visuals. Architectural Review, 72, MERCURIUS (BLAKESTON,
O. 1930. Light: The Photography of Francis Bruguiere. Architectural Review, 69.
10
Accompanying the Roger Horrocks article Jack Ellitt the Early Years.
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traditional photographic exhibition. However, Ellitt’s music alters this experience
giving the film a more satisfying cohesion as a temporal artwork.

Ellitt’s music for Light Rhythms is reflective of the modernism of its time, and could
be compared to the music of Igor Stravinsky in its use of meter variation and extended
tonal harmony, or perhaps more aptly that of Alexandr Mosolov, the Russian Futurist
composer whom Ellitt cites as an influence whilst still in Sydney (Horrocks, 1999).
Like Mosolov, Ellitt employs angular cyclic patterns which evoke the actions of
machines, although unlike Mosolov who dealt in layers of ostinati, Ellitt’s music for
Light Rhythms generally consists of one layer of activity, it’s changes all the more
apparent and dramatic for it’s exposure. Ellitt’s cyclic patterns also evoke those of the
visual imagery of Bruguiere, describing a similar paradox of stasis and motion.

A common superstructure of five movements is shared by the visual and musical
elements of the film, each of approximately one minute duration. Each Movement
deals visually with a family of patterns of motion of light, and musically explores a
series of rhythmic feels which in turn inform the apprehension of the image. Each
movement is also governed by a tempo marking11 shared by the music and image
which serves to further cement their relationship by imposing a common pulse.

Within the movements Bruguiere creates six divisions lasting approximately 10
seconds, each subsection characterised by its own subset of overlaid cyclic patterns of
motion (see Figure 2). Ellitt divides the movements differently; in accordance with
the conventions of much silent film music the performer is given a theme to be

11

Movement I Andante; Movement II Allegretto; Movement III Allegretto con moto; Movement IV
Andantino; Movement V Presto: andante.
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Figure 2: Light Movement Score of Light
Rhythms (Horrocks, 1999)

Figure 1: Overview of Light Rhythms with
Movements and subsections marked.
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Figure 3: Ellitt's score to Light Rhythms (Horrocks, 1999)
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repeated throughout the scene, or in this case movement. These repetitions however
do not align with the editing of the image, creating in this performance a
superimposed structure of five, three, two, three, and four12 repetitions in each
movement respectively. The resultant phase shift that occurs between image and
sound serves to mask the regularity of the visual editing; creating a perception of
longer connected arcs of action dispersing the potential for predictability.

Within the Movements each repeating theme is itself constructed from two or three
cyclic phrases, each texturally distinct. Each movement begins with the initial musical
pattern taking as its impetus rhythmic imitation of the image’s motion. This pattern
then drops out of phase with the image as it cycles along its own trajectory away from
the vision’s permutations, however the loss of synchronisation is not total and the
sound and vision maintain a common sense of pulse. One or two subsidiary musical
ideas are then presented maintaining the same pulse with different rhythmic emphasis
before returning to the head of the Movement’s cycle.

These themes repeat, and as a result of the non-alignment of the phrase lengths each
Movement’s theme is concluded prematurely, a jarring and recurring structural
landmark, reinforced by the tempo change at each transition, which aids the listener in
distinguishing the movements from each other. This is particularly drastic in
Movements II and IV, leaving no doubt as to the change in rhythmic character and
creating a destabilising effect analogous to an unexpected harmonic modulation in
tonal music.

12

Movement IV contains three repetitions of its own theme and one recapitulation of the theme from
Movement II.
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The final Movement proves to be the exception to this pattern, and a sense of
resolution is achieved by allowing its theme to complete three full cycles. This
resolution is further cemented by a complete cycle of the theme from Movement II,
giving a sense of return to an earlier state, concluding the music with a cadential
effect. This idea of cadence is mirrored in Bruguiere’s imagery as we see a recurrence
of a visual pattern first encountered in Movement I.

This simultaneous return to a musical theme from Movement II and a visual theme
from Movement I could be read as a concluding the film with a synthesis of two
competing themes, an idea popular in much classical music, notably the traditional
Sonata form.

Knowing that Bruguiere had considered and structured his imagery in musical terms,
and observing this symbiotic cadence/synthesis at the conclusion of the film, it would
seem worthwhile to consider the rest of the film in terms of a more closely planned
musical relationship than the visual presentation/musical accompaniment paradigm
one might assume, perhaps even viewing the images and sounds as equal interacting
elements.

As previously mentioned the visual and musical components of the film follow
similar courses of development which divert and realign at important structural points.
They both are characterised by cyclic gestures which inform the apprehension of each
other through relative phasing of their patterns, and the perceived complexity of the
whole is controlled through the management of these interactions. This kind of
relationship is also evident between the layers of the superimposed imagery,
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presenting the viewer with a web of interacting cyclic visual and musical ideas which
travel through an abstract narrative of tension and repose and as abovementioned,
arrive together at a point of synthesis and cadence.

We know that Ellitt was aware of and interested in the music of Alexandr Mosolov
and the Russian Futurists, and if we look again at the music of Mosolov we can see
very similar processes at work, albeit entirely in the sonic domain. In his most well
known work Iron Foundry, layers of ostinati are built up and exchanged developing
complex overall textures, levels of activity aligning and achieving simultaneous
transition at important structural points, and an element is given precedence in the
foreground which still interacts as part of the overall texture. In Iron Foundry this
foreground element is a melody, in Light Rhythms, it is light. (Sitsky, 1994)

We know from Bruguiere’s plan for Light Rhythms that he was aware of and
interested in the structural functions of music, and we know that the two artists were
clearly interested in modern and innovative approaches to their respective art forms.
Indeed, what we may have in Light Rhythms is more than an interesting experimental
film, but an early example of a true inter-media artwork, endeavouring to synthesize
concepts from music, photography, and film into one cohesive whole.

In Light Rhythms we have further demonstration of Ellitt’s sensitivity to visual media
and of his ability to consider sound and image in a deeply related way. This
conceptual link is vital to the next stage of Ellitt’s development as he further explored
the emerging technologies associated with film and sound reproduction.

18

Chapter 2: Len Lye, The Film Society,
Synchronised Sound Continuity
Light Rhythms was a modestly successful project for Ellitt and Bruguiere. Its funding
was sufficient for it to be completed and it was shown at the Film Society of London
in April 1930 at Shaftesbury Avenue Pavilion. Today it is often described as the first
entirely abstract film made in Britain and is included in festivals celebrating
significant early experimental films.

Ellitt was a regular participant in the activities of the Film Society and assisted at
some of their screenings (Film Society, 1972), and as such was in a good position to
become acquainted with ideas emerging in film not only in Britain but in continental
Europe as well, the Society often hosting and showing the work of well known
French, German and Russian filmmakers such as Pudovkin, Eisenstein and Dulac,
(Moat, 1995) in particular showing films depicting experimental sound techniques by
Oskar and Hans Fischinger, and Professor Moholy-Nagy (Film Society, 1972).

Whether Ellitt came upon his ideas regarding sound and it’s synthesis through drawn
sound via the Society or on his own is unclear, however he is regarded as one of the
first people to explore this technique of sound making, and it’s preeminent exponent
in Britain (Manvell, 1975, Davies).

Due to the onset of the Great Depression funding opportunities for experimental film
and sound projects were scarce in the early 1930s. However, Ellitt seems to have been
determined to continue creating, and proceeded to take up three long term projects.
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Lye wanted to extend the Tusalava project to include two sequels; a project he
estimated would take 10 years to complete (Horrocks, 2001). Conceptually, for the
further Tusalava films Lye planned to further explore his ideas of evolution and
motion, and technically to further explore techniques in animation planning to also
integrate puppetry with marionettes into the visuals. For Ellitt, this would be an
opportunity to employ his newly developing techniques of sound editing and
construction and to explore his many ideas for the creative deployment of new sound
technologies.

Lye and Ellitt also worked on a project entitled Quicksilver which was to be a feature
length ballet film with a science-fiction theme of interplanetary travel. This was
envisioned as a bid for commercial acceptance of their avant-garde ideas, reasoning
that dance would be an appropriate avenue of popular infiltration given the recent
successes of Busby Berkeley musical films, and of the Diaghilev Ballet Company13 in
London’s theatres.14

More personally significant for Ellitt in the early 1930s he established a business with
John Stuart-Wortley as his assistant: Synchronised Sound Continuity. He planned to
supply sound editing, synchronisation and composition services to the film and radio
industries on a freelance basis. Unfortunately, early on he lost his assistant who
decamped to Brazil following marriage to Lye’s former lover Liz Johnson, and
overall throughout the early 1930s the business “involved him in a series of innovative

13

Ellitt was fairly well acquainted with the Diaghilev Company “He got to London just in time to see
the Diaghilev Ballet Company. He got involved in painting the sets (through and artist friend)”
HORROCKS, R. 2010. RE: Miscellaneous notes from conversations with Jack Ellitt about music. Type
to ROBINSON, C.
14
The Berkeley films and Diaghilev productions are both notable for their popular success and
integration of avant-garde elements.
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but unsuccessful ventures” which left him seeking a stable, full time job by the end of
the decade (Horrocks, 1999).

During the Synchronised Sound Continuity era Ellitt’s ideas about sound crystallised
when he began doing location recordings of nature sounds for films using a portable
acetate disc recorder, forcing him to observe non-musical sounds in a focussed way.
He became curious about the nature of sound, studying current scientific research on
the subject and closely following developments in sound recording technology
including the aforementioned acetate disc, magnetic wire, tape, and the variable area,
variable density and RCA systems of film sound recording.

Ellitt took up the variable area system of film sound and observed that the waveforms
which were the medium of encoding the recorded sounds could be hand drawn,
creating synthetic, as yet unheard sounds. By 1933 Ellitt was composing in this
manner, using a home-made rostrum camera to photograph drawings onto the
soundtrack area of film stock, as well as hand drawing patterns directly onto the
celluloid.

Jack’s first experiments along this line can be traced back, along with Len Lye’s first
experiments in Direct Film15, to their work at the advertising studio where they would
play around with unwanted scraps of film, scratching and drawing patterns on the
surface, together informing what would arguably be each others most innovative
future achievements. “It is not clear which came first, his [Ellitts] idea for hand-made
soundtracks or Len’s idea for hand-painted films” (Horrocks, 1999).

15

Animated films hand-drawn on celluloid.
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As well as his explorations into drawn sound Ellitt became increasingly enamoured of
the possibility of bringing the “full range of world sounds” into the domain of creative
endeavour, coining the term Sound Construction16 in his Life and Letters Today essay
to describe this new kind of composition (Ellitt, 1935). Through his experience as an
editor of film and sound for film Ellitt became adept at splicing together disparate
fragments of celluloid into a coherent continuity and he used this skill in his Sound
Constructions to virtuosic effect.

16

Ellitt’s term for what would later become known as Musique Concrete; music made by direct
manipulation and editing of recorded sounds. In some cases this definition is restricted to recorded
naturally occurring sounds, or in the case of the Italian Futurists scored performance of live
reproduction of environmental sounds.
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Analysis: Journey #1
Journey #1 is the earliest surviving of Ellitt’s Sound Constructions. Its origins are
vague and its composition has been variously dated at 1930, 1931, 1934 and 1935.
Several possible motivations for its composition have been suggested: as a
demonstration piece for his techniques to be shown to potential clients of his business,
as part of a score for the Quicksilver project, or it could simply be a piece composed
in its own right. However, it is known that Journey #1’s composition predates the
publication of Ellitt’s Life and Letters article and was part of the formulation of the
ideas presented therein.

Journey #1 is a fascinating early example of a style of composition which would later
come to be known, following the successes of Pierre Schaffer, as Musique Concrete.
It bears striking similarity to Schaffer’s early work although it also clearly expresses
Ellitt’s differing attitude to sound, and incorporates a broader range of sounds from
the concrete, to the musical, to the synthetic17. Although it cannot be confidently
termed the very first work of its kind18 it predates Schaffer by over a decade and is an
important landmark in the early development of electronic music and a reminder of its
complex origins.

Journey #1 represents a sharp shift in Ellitt’s artistic goals. Up to and including his
scores for Tusalava and Light Rhythms he had predominantly been a composer of
piano music, informed by the classical training he had received in Australia and by his
enthusiasm for the modernist music of Scriabin, Stravinsky and Mosolov. Through his
17

A broader approach to electronic music than Schaffer’s which would be taken up by German
composers in the 1950s.
18
Italian Futurist composer Luigi Russolo was composing for machines which mechanically
reproduced concrete sounds in the 1910s.
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work in film Ellitt’s conception of the arrangement of events in time, and of the
fundamental nature of those events appears to have been altered to view them as more
abstract entities, musical sounds, found sounds, made sounds, graphical patterns, all
interchangeable things in the technological domain he found himself working in. This
explosion of possibility caused Ellitt to view his old world which was restricted to
musical sounds as “ethnological and dated” (Ellitt, 1935) and he struck out to create
a new paradigm which democratised all sound under the composer’s hand.

Ellitt’s approach, as we will observe in analysis, was driven by the fusion of his skills
as an editor and as a musician, selecting sounds on the basis of their sonic and visual
confluence or contrast, and splicing them together in a linear but highly skilled
fashion with an ever-present rhythmic sense. Thanks to the luxury of modern audio
software we are able to view Ellitt’s composition almost as he did on the celluloid.
Analysed as a waveform we can clearly see that Ellitts choices were sonic and visual,
and we can easily trace the density of editing that governs much of the musical drama
in this work.

Formally Journey #1 is defined by its means of presentation, being a work composed
on celluloid film but presented on a 78rpm disc. The limited length of the side of a
disc has led Journey #1 to be split into two parts and it is unclear whether this is an
intentional division of the piece into two separate movements, or whether it is to be
heard as one19. For the purposes of this analysis I will be interpreting the piece as two
movements of similar character which describe a connected coherent narrative
evolving across the whole.
19

There is a section of approximately 20 seconds duration which is repeated on the second side, the
intended purpose of this could be either to reiterate the material to reestablish the listener’s orientation
in the work, or it may have been intended as a device to synchronize two copies of the record.
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The two movements can be viewed in sections of timbrel and rhythmic development
which form a flow of repose and intensity reminiscent of conventional instrumental
music. Generally speaking drama is controlled through density of editing (rhythm),
with significant climaxes occurring at 01m:08s, 02m:04s, 04m:20s in the first
movement, and at 00m:04s, 02m:37s, 02m:58s, 03m:47s, and at 04m:15s in the
second movement. These describe an overall form of exposition and transformed
retrograde reminiscent of the familiar ‘arch form’ popular in much 20th century
music20.

The raw materials that Ellitt works with can be described in three categories of sound:
musical sounds which we can assume are taken either from stock recordings of
existing music or recordings made of concerts by Ellitt himself with his acetate disc
machine; concrete or found sounds which we know Ellitt was collecting himself,
although there may also be use of stock material; and synthetic sounds, the source of
these may be drawn sine waves, however they may also have been generated by an
oscillator or be taken from some kind of radio or other communications apparatus.
These elements are sometimes juxtaposed with dramatic effect however Ellitt’s
overall aim seems to be to undermine the perceived differences between the sounds to
argue for his concept of the democratic appreciation of all sound.

Raw rhythm supplants the concepts of meter and tempo within the context of Journey
#1, regular meter being something we can already see Ellitt moving away from in the
Light Rhythms score, arguably under the influence of Stravinsky. In Journey #1 Ellitt

20

An abstracted extension of the classical ternary form, notably used by Bela Bartok.
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Figure 4: Overview of Journey #1 with sections and splicing points marked.
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treats time in a fluid way, moving freely between open generously phrased sections
and the more regular tightly edited climactic sections.

The divisions between sections are generally denoted by marked contrasts in timbre,
and often sections are begun with a sustained sound with the exception of sections
eight, ten and twelve. Curiously section eight contains the most sustained
development of sonic material, and ten and twelve are the sections of greatest tension
and climax, and contain the greatest rhythmic complexity and density (see Figure 4).
Each section deals with a contained idea which contributes to the whole, and
progresses organically to the following section.

In the opening section Ellitt presents us with a series of sustained sounds beginning
with some of contrasting timbre progressing to those of more vague differentiation,
from a sine tone, to an aeroplane, to an engine, to a timpani roll, to a ships siren, to a
reversed tam-tam. The idea of the abrupt termination of the tam-tam is developed
across a series of crescendi of contrasting timbre, answered by a few decrescendi of
similar character. This gives us the first theme of the piece, the exploration of timbrel
contrast and timbrel segue in a relative state of repose.

A pair of sustained sounds reminiscent of those at the opening of the piece ushers in
the second section, which introduces us to the second theme of the piece, Ellitts rapidfire sound collage. This first iteration of this idea is the most varied in timbre, and one
of the more rhythmically varied instances, made up internally of a series of phrases
fluctuating through levels of rhythmic density. This achieves resolution through the
dominance of one sound source, sine tones, and collapses into another series of
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contrasting sustained sounds, the process recurring in a more compressed temporal
space.

At sections four and five we are given a lyrical treatment of a broad range of sounds,
travelling from the synthetic, to musical sounds, mechanical sounds, buzzing sounds,
returning to a synthetic line intercut with bells and the sound of a train. This is
abruptly cut off, facing the listener with a compressed, more mechanically coloured
version of the sustained sound/rapid-fire opposition which then collapses into what
appears to be a compromise between the apparent dominant classes of duration. This
section has a less aggressive but still rapid alternation of sounds on a pedal point and
is also the peak of the figurative ‘arch’ of the form, and serves as the orienting
(repeating) device between the two sides of the disc.

On side two, following the reiteration of section seven, Ellitt engages in another
lyrical exploration, this time on the more focussed theme of bells and birdsong. This
section is the most accomplished in the sense of classical compositional values,
containing the most sustained development of sonic ideas in the piece. Ellitt draws on
a range of bell sounds and birdsong, and sounds of timbrel similarity, creating
conversations between them at points and blurring the distinctions between them at
others, so that when a series of untouched birdsongs are presented starkly in sequence
the listener’s attention is made to consider them in greater detail. Ellitt then progresses
to draw the listener back into the vividly varied world established earlier, closing the
bird/bell solo with the longest single sound excerpt in the piece, a bird singing with
the sound of an aeroplane flying by in the background.
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Section nine consists of an extended build-up to the climactic section 10, Ellitt’s most
virtuosic display, the intercutting of sounds making them almost indistinguishable for
the rapidity of the editing. This comes in three waves distinguished by the interruption
of car horns and the sound of a motor, each one elevating in intensity and becoming
harsher in its use of timbre.

This is followed in section 10 by an outburst of crowd sounds, seemingly cheering on
what has just occurred, intercut with sirens and crashing, before the rapid cutting
returns subjecting the imaginary crowd to the same procedure. The piece is concluded
by a final burst of frenzied activity which returns to the initial theme of sustained
sounds of discernibly varying source but in this case very similar character, as if to
confirm the idea of the equality of all sound.

At the surface this piece is vastly different from Ellitt’s previous work Light Rhythms,
and this is Ellitt’s intention. Once committed to the idea of Sound Construction Ellitt
considered his earlier music so inferior that he actually went to the effort of
destroying it, the score to Light Rhythms surviving only because of its publication in
an article by its producer Oswell Blakeston. However we can see between the two
pieces traces of continuity. (Mercurius (Blakeston) 1930)

In Light Rhythms Ellitt shows clear proclivities for angular use of pitch (sonic)
material and metric variation. Also, although there are dramatic forces at work in
Light Rhythms which echo those of tonal music it is not really pitch and harmony
driving these forces but more texture, and the gestalt sound of a particular repeating
phrase that provides the listener with a sense of return and resolution. We see Ellitt
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already moving away from thinking of the piano as a tool of tonality and more of a
source of sound. To be sure, in Journey #1 a conceptual leap has occurred, aided by
the medium, but the forces at work are an extension of his earlier thinking.

Of the forces at work in Journey #1, Ellitt’s approach to rhythm is the most clearly
stamped on the piece. In Light Rhythms Ellitt expresses a desire for freer rhythmic
expression through regular meter change. However, this is undermined by the
repetition of the figures, allowing the listener to know what is coming, creating
expectation and stability. In Journey #1 meter is no longer a consideration, there
being no performer and meter being mainly a device to assist the navigation of a
performer through a series of sounds. Ellitt does not discard rhythmic discipline
entirely, an underlying pulse is often discernable and it is this discipline which gives
moments like that at 01m:06s in the first movement their power. Sounds of even
duration establish a base pulse which is toyed with through syncopation, and phrase
structures and musical direction are built in this way. Each of the following climaxes
functions similarly, articulating different tempi but all deriving their sense of direction
through alternating syncopation and alignment with a stable underlying pulse.

In Journey #1 Ellitt’s approach to pitch organisation is mapped onto sound, grappling
with the paradox of trying to create continuity out of discontinuity, in Light Rhythms
it is discontinuity of pitch and tessitura, in Journey #1 it is discontinuity of sound. In
Light Rhythms the solution is simple, as with his use of rhythm, repetition builds
stability. In Journey #1 strict repetition is banished, however recurrence of sounds
serves a similar purpose. Exact recurrence of sounds is not persistent across the longer
form of the piece, this would work against Ellitts aim of proving the equality of a
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great number of sounds, rather recurrence is localised within small areas as he works
with a vocabulary of sound which exchanges its components on an ongoing basis.
This allows Ellitt to use a great many sounds, and maintain discontinuity between
individual sound events without the result sounding completely random.

Formally Ellitt still clearly feels the need to articulate coherent sectioned drama and it
is his sense of the shaping of ideas across longer expanses of time which allows so
much sonic information to make sense. Ellitt’s sense of form which can be traced
from superstructure, to sections, to phrases is what defines him as a composer in this
medium as opposed to a sound-designer or Foley artist.

What is special about this piece, apart from its place in the history of Musique
Concrete, is that it shows how given a consciousness of the technical temptations of
the medium, an individual creative voice and an individual ethic of sound can be
clearly communicated through it. To Ellitt’s access to the “full gamut of world
sounds” he brings a discipline as well as a joy in pure sound which allows him clarity
of communication in what could otherwise be a chaotic jumble.

Ellitt’s own sound making became less and less a part of his professional career as the
business faded and Ellitt became more successful as a sound editor, then film editor,
then documentary film director. He remained committed to sound and his Sound
Constructions however his work on them would become an undercurrent in his life for
many years.
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Chapter 3: Professional Career,
Hermitage and Retirement
By Roger Horrocks’ account Ellitts Sound Constructions were not well received in
public presentation, however Ellitt was not entirely alone in his ideas. In Leningrad
G.M. Rimsky-Korsakoff and E.A. Scholpo, in Munich Rudolph Pfenninger, and in
Berlin the Fischinger Brothers were all working on various systems of drawn sound
around the same time (Manvell, 1975). As well Ernst Meyer, a German immigrant
and later in the 1930s Ellitts successor as Lye’s sound editor, was another early
experimenter in Musique Concrete (Horrocks, 2001). Unfortunately in the years
following the publication of his essay On Sound in 1935, Ellitt appears to have gone
through a process of gradually sidelining his work on the Sound Constructions with
the growth of his career in film.

By 1933 as well as the grand visions of the Tusalava sequels and Quicksilver Ellitt
was working with Lye on other ventures. Peanut Vendor was another animation, in
which Ellitt took a hand in the visuals as well editing and synchronising the sound.
This time Lye and Ellitt used the stop-motion technique to animate a puppet of a
monkey miming the popular song from which the film takes its title, to a recording by
Red Nichols and his Five Pennies. This was a pilot for a proposed series of comic
animated shorts, planned as a novel alternative to the imported Disney cel animations,
however commercial backing could not be secured.

By this stage Ellitt and Lye were low on money and with no way of accessing a
camera Lye began work on developing the idea of Direct Film into a complete piece:
Full Fathom Five, a film which has since been lost but which was based on an excerpt
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of Shakespeare’s The Tempest, with a young John Gielgud speaking the text. This
film impressed John Grierson of the G.P.O. Film Unit, who sponsored another Direct
Film A Colour Box (Lye, 1934), to be used as an advertisement21.

This began a run of advertising jobs for the two into which Lye managed to integrate
a number of his experimental ideas, including the Direct Films Kaleidoscope (Lye,
1935b) for Churchman’s Cigarettes, Rainbow Dance (Lye, 1936) and Trade Tattoo
(Lye, 1937b) for the GPO, another puppet animation The Birth of the Robot (Lye,
1935a) for Shell Oil, and their final collaboration N. or N.W. (Lye, 1937a). For none
of these did Ellitt compose original music, instead acting as sound editor and
synchroniser, and assisting Lye in his design and formal construction of the imagery,
making a ‘contribution …of key importance …as conscious of the experimental nature
of what they were doing as Lye was’, largely uncredited (Low, 1948-1985).

By the time of N. or N.W. Ellitt and Lye’s lifestyles had been moving in different
directions for quite some time. Ellitt was settling down with Doris Harrison, whom he
would marry in 1939, and was looking for a stable income, tiring of the long hours
and minimal pay of the projects with Lye. On the other hand Lye was becoming more
flamboyantly bohemian under the influence of acquaintances such as Laura Riding,
and Ellitt seems to have felt particularly uncomfortable with Lye’s attitude to
sexuality.

N. or N.W. was in many senses Lye’s most conventional film up to that time,
consisting of a linear narrative played out through action and dialogue. However Lye

21

Ostensibly a film in its own right with a post office slogan attached to the end to justify its funding.
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saw it as an opportunity to wage a direct assault on the visual syntax established by
D.W. Griffith and which dominated popular film, and put long hours and what Ellitt
saw as a baffling amount of effort into reshooting and reediting a theoretically simple
advertisement about postcodes. As Ellitt recalled in Horrocks’ article from Cantrill’s
Film Notes ‘eventually the cutting of the film was taken out of my hands because I
was standing around too long doing nothing. Paul Rotha offered me a job with Strand
Films as Chief Editor and I decided to make a change because being Len’s sidekick
wasn’t getting me anywhere really. I wanted to move into film directing.’ (Horrocks,
1999)

They parted ways and in the early 1940s Lye moved to the United States hoping to
find further commercial applications for his ideas. Ellitt’s career as a professional
editor and then director flourished, he worked for Strand, Realist Films, the BBC, the
National Coal Board, and Imperial Chemical Industries directing documentary and
educational films from the 1940s until his retirement around 1970, winning awards
for films such as Eye Conditions (Ellitt, 1963) and Isolate and Check (Ellitt, 1969,
Anon., 2010), all the while continuing to work on his Sound Constructions in his
spare time.

Around 1939 the Ellitts purchased a cottage on 12 acres in Best Beech Hill near
Wadhurst, Sussex naming it The Hermitage after the museum in St Petersburg,
possibly with some irony given the modesty of the dwelling, although they were also
committed communists. Ellitt’s time at the hermitage was full and productive, he put
in long days in his film work in London, maintaining The Hermitage grounds in the
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evenings, and working on his Sound Constructions late into the night on an Editola22
editing machine, a Nagra Kudelski portable twin track tape recorder, and various
home fashioned devices and sound filters, some later built and contributed by his
nephew Alan Eggleton. Ellitt was frustrated by some of the limitations of his
equipment at this time and had particular trouble controlling reverberation, echo, and
altering the speed of recordings without pitch distortion, but was unable or unwilling
to expand his studio. (Eggleton, 2010a)

During this period Ellitt’s sense of discipline and his dedication to sound drove him to
renounce conventional music for a period of ten or more years: ‘during this period I
cleared all the gunk out of my ears and out of my system and just listened.’ (Horrocks,
2010) also abandoning his synthetic drawn sounds; completely focussed on the
‘manipulation of natural sounds to create music’. (Eggleton, 2010b)

Possibly because of the demands of his film career, throughout the period from his
split with Lye until his retirement Jack does not appear to have successfully
completed any longer form works. His later works that have surfaced date from the
late 1970s and early 1980s, and his nephew who sometimes stayed with the Ellitts
notes that: ‘I for one never heard any "compositions" longer than a minute or less. It
is this which made me and my mother opine that possibly there were no, or very few,
finished pieces.’

Ellitts work was known and respected by those who held an interest in his field,
namely Norman McLaren and Hugh Davies, however he seems to have cared little for

22

35mm film editing machine.
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the opinions of others, especially those of the more prominent and as he saw it overintellectualising practitioners of electronic music. Notably Ellitt recounted to
Horrocks an attempt made at contact by Davies in the 1960s, then an assistant to
famed composer Karlheinz Stockhausen, wishing to inquire about his work, an
interest he resented and swiftly rejected23.

Ellitt’s determination to keep his work to himself left it vulnerable, and two
catastrophic events happened in Britain which destroyed the majority of his early
sound work, one accidental, and one self-inflicted. When Ellitt worked for Realist
Films he used the company’s facilities to store many of his celluloid works, in the
1950s these were mistaken for outdated reels of sound effects and were discarded. At
the Hermitage towards the end of the 1960s fearing their fire risk Ellitt enlisted the
help of his nephew to burn what remained of his work on celluloid which had been
stored up to that point in a chicken shed near the cottage. For the second time Ellitt
had divested himself of an earlier incarnation of his work, leaving him to pursue the
medium of magnetic tape without the trappings of his past.

Following Jack’s retirement, and finding the upkeep of the Hermitage too much for
both of them, he returned to Australia with Doris, settling in Kincumber, New South
Wales. Back in Australia Jack seems to have experienced a return to music, both at

23

There has been some question as to the authenticity of this anecdote, Clinton Green managed to
contact Stockhausen c.2007 in the belief the inquiry came directly from him, which Stockhausen
denied. Hugh Davies was Stockhausen’s assistant from 1964-1966, continuing to work for Stockhausen
as a performer for years to come, in addition from 1966-1967 Davies worked as a researcher at the
Groupe de Recherché Musicales of the French Radio compiling a catalogue of electronic music
compositions. It may have been in the context of this project that Davies contacted Ellitt, possibly
invoking the name of his other employer in a misguided attempt to impress Ellitt. If this is the case it
would appear to have backfired. PORTER, L. E. Davies, Hugh (Seymour). Encyclopedia of Jazz
Musicians, Jazz.com [Online]. Available: http://www.jazz.com/encyclopedia/davies-hugh-seymour
[Accessed 11 Nov 2010], GREEN, C. 10 May 2010 2010. RE: Ellitt and Hamilton. Type to
ROBINSON, C.
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the editing table and the piano, reviving a passion from his youth for the keyboard
music of J.S. Bach and finally finding time to dedicate to the completion of a few
Sound Construction works. From Ellitt’s retirement in Australia two pieces have been
digitised to date from his magnetic tapes, Interlude (Ellitt, 1980) and Homage to
Rachel Carson (part 2) (Ellitt, 1983).
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Analysis: Homage to Rachel Carson (part 2)
While still at the Hermitage in Sussex Jack noticed that birds in the area inexplicably
acted as though they were sick and wondered at the possible cause. He later read in
Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring (Carson, 1962) of the misuse of chemical pesticides
and their effect on bird, animal, and human life, and moved he went on to compose
two pieces inspired by her writings. The first is currently unavailable; however the
second, ‘a narrative for a speaker, with birds and water accompaniment’ (Ellitt,
1983) dealing with the death of Len Lye, a ‘strange bird’ from his own life, has been
digitised and for the purposes of this research made available from the collection of
Roger Horrocks.

Approximately 50 years separate the composition of Journey #1 and Homage to
Rachel Carson and although the sonic language in Homage is familiar, it has become
more subtle and complex, and has acquired a significant new dimension: text. Spoken
by Ellitt himself, the narrative recollects his and Lye’s friendship, describing in a
series of five stanzas (i) their meeting in Sydney, (ii) their collaboration on Tusalava,
(iii) Lye’s success following Tusalava, (iv) Lye’s departure to New York in search of
greater commercial success, (v) Lye’s return to media other than film, and finally (vi)
Lye’s death.

The piece is propelled forward by the constant opposition of text and Sound
Construction passages, and a trajectory of sound overwhelming text is a device that
plays out at the levels of superstructure, stanza and phrase. The vividness of the
Sound Construction contrasted with the understatement of Ellitt’s verbal delivery
serves to heighten the sonic drama and gives the underlying process further fuel;
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although at the same time the Sound Construction passages seem illustrative of the
emotion repressed in Ellitt’s voice.

The concept of metric rhythm is as alien to the world of Homage as to that of Journey
#1, although here the density of editing and therefore rhythm is taken to a new level
of complexity. Here we can see the rhythmic basis Ellitt has been working towards,
not one based on a recurrent pulse, but one more related to the ebb and flow of
speech. This added complexity of rhythm may in part be thanks to Ellitt’s change in
medium, by this time working with magnetic tape rather than celluloid.

There are other parameters which definitely are beneficiaries of this technological
shift. Texture is now more complex than in Journey #1, due to the possibilities of
overdubbing although this is exercised discreetly and there are many points where
tape speed variation has been used to manipulate the naturally occurring melodies of
the birdsong to novel effect.

The theme of sound achieving dominance over the voice is common to all the stanzas
and is played out in a number of ways. In the first, dealing with Ellitt and Lye’s life in
Sydney, it occurs in a series of waves, each beginning with verbal and Sound
Construction phrases of roughly even length, moving towards a colourful display of
sound which serves as a local climax, and as a structural marker pointing towards the
following section, culminating at the end of the local narrative arc: departure from
Australia, in an extended, energetic Sound Construction.
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Figure 5: Overview of Homage to Rachel Carson with sections, subsections, and divisions
between verbal and Sound Construction phrases marked.
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In the second stanza this occurs as more of a process of opening out. Following a
Sound Construction led introduction the voice dominates for the better part, and the
phrases of speech and Sound Construction gradually extend. Sound is used as
punctuation until much like the original film it is allowed to edge out and bloom
grotesquely at the point in the text of Tusalava’s completion24. The following stanza
plays out similarly although in half the duration and with greater strength in the voice,
again concluded with an extended passage of high pitched, chattering Sound
Construction as Lye travels to New York.

In the fourth stanza the process is split again into two smaller waves, the relationship
between voice and sound now proving more argumentative. The first wave pushes
and pulls between dominance of either, the voice seeming to symbolise Lye, the
Sound Construction the overwhelming New York ad world, and the second wave of
action appears to describe Lye’s defeat, the concluding Sound Construction passage
taking on an abrupt choking character. The fifth stanza follows much the same
process although more diffuse.

In the final stanza, concerning Lye’s death, the emphasis is sharply shifted to sound as
every word is made to count. Here the text and sound become reflective, and along
with Ellitt’s farewell we are given the only verbatim reiterations of material in the
piece, both elements taking and developing material presented in the first stanza. “A
piece of rough white stone” becomes a recurring motif, as does the birdsong from the
first stanza’s closing Sound Construction, and the tone takes on a plaintive, then
dense, then halting character.
24

It should be noted that this is the only impression we have directly from Ellitt of how he may have
imagined Tusalava sounding, although of course the original score was for piano.
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Returning for a moment to the relationship between Light Rhythms and Journey #1 we
can observe certain trends continuing through to Homage to Rachel Carson. Ellitt’s
approach to rhythm has become progressively more complex and fluid, his approach
to sound selection has become more focussed, and his dexterity at deploying limited
resources whilst avoiding the impression of repetition has increased. Another
interesting common factor between the pieces is the involvement of other media: film,
drawing, and poetry. It would almost appear that Ellitt requires some other creative
perspective to rebound off in order to produce his sound work.

This piece is essentially two poems coexisting in a common framework which
imposes functional roles on them, one text, and one sound; unfolding two sets of
emotional responses to the stimulus of the one story. The text is conventional,
effective, easy to follow, and ultimately moving, the Sound Construction is relentless,
complex, and equally moving although more wildly expressed, and together they
achieve a balance of intensity.

Both elements could exist quite well on their own however together they give us
insight not so much into Ellitt’s feelings about Lye’s death, these are natural and
obvious, but into the meaning of Ellitt’s sounds to Ellitt. This meaning appears deeply
personal and emotional, more so than one would expect from other Musique Concrete
or electronic music composers of his era, whose approach Ellitt would decry was too
academic. As obscure as it may seem to the casual listener Ellitt’s musical language
appears deeply internalised and invested with personal significance and this is what
makes it special. Perhaps given its parallel nature this piece in future it may be used as
a tool of translation to better understand other works of his as they come to light.
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Ellitt’s Legacy
Jack and Doris Ellitt seem to have enjoyed a typical, if not financially well-off,
retirement in Kincumber. They lived happily together, Doris enjoying the social life
which had been impractical at the isolated Hermitage, and Jack devoting more time to
music than he had been able to in years, and indulging his hobby of hand weaving
intricate rugs.

Both Jack and Doris became involved in Roger Horrocks’ research for his biography
of Len Lye and were interviewed by him on a number of occasions, making a
valuable contribution to his chronicle of their famed friend, and despite their modesty
recording their own story as well. In 1999 Horrocks published an article celebrating
the early life and work of Jack Ellitt in Cantrill’s Film Notes (Horrocks, 1999), a
publication devoted to experimental film and other media.

The Ellitts retained their independence until the late 1990s, eventually moving into a
nursing home in Wyong. Doris passed away at the age of 95, and in 2001 just a few
weeks shy of his 99th birthday, so did Jack.

In another blow to Jack’s legacy, upon his death a neighbour under the impression he
was helping to clean up the Ellitt’s home destroyed an unknown number of
notebooks, papers and tapes. Some materials survive in the care of Roger Horrocks
including some personal papers, sketches of works Ellitt was working on, and tapes
containing currently uncatalogued works or fragments of works.
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Aside from the few finished works remaining of Ellitt’s output, perhaps his true
legacy may be his essay On Sound from Life and Letters Today (Ellitt, 1935). In it he
evangelises his concept of Sound Construction and the infinite possibilities of the
realm of sound and its creative manipulation and organisation; ideas that may no
longer seem unique, but which lead to a field of creative endeavour which still
remains underexplored 75 years later. Ellitt should be remembered for the depth of his
connection with his medium, his determination, and his idealism.

Much work remains to be done on the work of Jack Ellitt. Roger Horrocks’ collection
of Ellitt’s papers and more significantly his remaining tapes require cataloguing and
restoration, and hopefully this process will yield further completed works as many of
their contents are currently unknown.

Also, a collection of the papers of Oswell Blakeston, Bruguiere’s and Ellitt’s
collaborator on Light Rhythms is held at the Harry Ransom Humanities Research
Center, University of Texas at Austin. The index of this collection indicates it
includes material relating to the promotion of Light Rhythms and an original copy of
the score which would merit closer examination and possible re-analysis.

Finally, further investigation should be made into Ellitt’s professional career as an
editor and director in Britain, and the archives of Ellitt’s various employers in Britain
should be inspected to see if any artefacts remain from his sound and film work. As
with his tapes many of Ellitt’s documentary films also require preservation and
possible transfer to other media to ensure their survival.
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Conclusion
Australia’s musical history is dotted with the stories of innovative musicians who
have made valuable contributions to the culture both locally and internationally, to
varying levels of public recognition. Many of those whose work is considered on the
periphery of popular practice or public interest go largely unrecognised in our history.

A progressive culture should ideally seek out and celebrate innovation in its arts
regardless of the fame of the artist, and should value all contributions of significant
conceptual or theoretical worth, and encourage the further potential of these ideas.

This dissertation has drawn together materials from a range of disparate sources in an
effort to portray the story and artistic development of one of Australia’s forgotten
innovators: Jack Ellitt, and has made the first steps at an analytical engagement with
his music.

Jack Ellitt is one among many Australian artists of the 20th century whose
contribution is only beginning to be thoroughly appreciated, and the further revelation
of their stories and works is to be looked forward to.
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